
Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities 

Segment 1: Introduction 

Host: Welcome to the Canada Revenue Agency video Tax Measures for Persons 
with Disabilities. 

I'm your host, Kathleen Sinclair. 

This video is intended to help individuals with a disability, or the people who 
support them, find answers to some of the key questions related to tax measures 
that may apply to them. To make it easy for you to find the information you need 
most, we've divided this video into short segments on topics such as the disability 
tax credit, the disability amount, the disability supports deduction, and medical 
expenses. If you're looking at this for the first time, you may want to view the 
segments in sequence. As a reminder, you can view individual segments again 
later. 

In each segment, I will be speaking with a presenter who has gathered 
information from the CRA on the topics discussed in this video. 

Throughout this video, we will refer to Related links, where you can find more 
information about the topic being discussed. You can find all of these links 
organized by segment by referring to the Related links for this video. 

To get started, select a segment of the video. 

  



Segment 2: Disability Tax Credit and the disability amount 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Disability tax credit and the disability 
amount, part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. The 
information in this segment is mainly for persons with a disability and the people 
who support them. 

With me is Peter Cheng. Welcome, Peter. 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: The CRA administers a number of tax deductions and credits for persons 
with disabilities. Peter, can you explain what the disability tax credit is? 

Subject matter expert: The disability tax credit helps people who have an 
impairment in physical or mental functions by reducing the amount of taxes they 
may owe. 

Host: Who is eligible for the disability tax credit? 

Subject matter expert: To be eligible, a person must have a severe and prolonged 
impairment in physical or mental functions. 

A person might also be eligible for other related programs such as the child 
disability benefit, the working income tax benefit disability supplement, or the 
registered disability savings plan. We will be focusing on the disability tax credit in 
this segment. 

Other segments of this video touch on the related programs. 

Host: You mentioned two terms: severe and prolonged. First, what does the CRA 
mean by severe? 

Subject matter expert: An impairment is severe when it causes a marked 
restriction in a basic activity of daily living. This is when a person is unable to 
perform one or more of the basic activities of daily living, or when it takes them 
three times the normal time to complete the activity, even with the help of 
therapy, devices, and medication. The person must have this restriction at least 
90% of the time. 

Host: And what does the CRA mean by a prolonged impairment? 

Subject matter expert: An impairment is prolonged if it has lasted, or is expected 
to last, for at least 12 months in a row. 



Host: For the purposes of the disability tax credit, what are the basic activities of 
daily living that you mentioned? 

Subject matter expert: The basic activities of daily living are: speaking, hearing, 
walking, eliminating - which means bowel or bladder functions - feeding, dressing, 
and performing the mental functions necessary for everyday life. 

Host: That's a pretty long list. Are there any other categories? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, other categories include vision, life-sustaining 
therapy, and the cumulative effects of significant restrictions. 

Host: Wow! Cumulative effects of significant restrictions is quite a mouthful! 

Subject matter expert: Yes it is! 

Host: What does it mean? 

Subject matter expert: It means that, if your ability to perform TWO or more 
basic activities of daily living is restricted, then the CRA can consider you to be 
markedly restricted. The CRA also considers you to be markedly restricted if you 
are significantly restricted in vision and ONE or more of the basic activities of daily 
living. 

So, essentially, you qualify if you have one significant and prolonged impairment 
or a combination of restrictions that add up to what the CRA calls a marked 
restriction. 

In either case, these significant restrictions exist together at least 90% of the time. 

Host: Can you give me an example of where the cumulative effects are equal to 
being markedly restricted? 

Subject matter expert: Okay, let's have a look at Cathy's situation. Let's say she 
can walk for 100 metres, but then she has to rest. Let's also say that Cathy can 
perform the mental functions necessary for everyday life, but she can concentrate 
on one topic for only a short time. These two significant restrictions, taken 
together, are equal to being markedly restricted in the same way Cathy would be 
if she were unable to perform one of the basic activities of daily living. 

Host: Is eligibility for the disability tax credit based on the impairment of the 
individual or on the diagnosis? 



Subject matter expert: It's not the diagnosis, but rather the effects that the 
impairment has on a person. 

Host: If I'm receiving disability payments from the Canada Pension Plan, the 
Quebec Pension Plan, or a provincial workers' compensation program, am I 
automatically eligible for the disability tax credit? 

Subject matter expert: Not necessarily. These programs have other purposes and 
different rules, such as a person's inability to work. You must meet the rules set 
out in Form T2201, Disability Tax Credit Certificate. 

Host: Where do I get this form? 

Subject matter expert: To get a copy of the form, which is also available in other 
formats such as e-text, braille, and large print, go towww.cra.gc.ca/disability. The 
link is included in the related links for this segment. 

Host: Once I have the form, how do I apply for the disability tax credit? 

Subject matter expert: Applying for the disability tax credit is as easy as 1-2-3. 
First, fill out Part A of Form T2201 with your basic personal information. Second, 
ask your qualified practitioner to fill out and certify part B of Form T2201. Third, 
send the original form to the CRA. 

The CRA does not charge any fees to process the form. However, a qualified 
practitioner may charge a fee to fill out Part B of the form. 

Host: And who is a qualified practitioner? 

Subject matter expert: A qualified practitioner is a medical doctor, optometrist, 
occupational therapist, audiologist, physiotherapist, psychologist, or speech-
language pathologist. 

Make sure you are going to the right qualified practitioner to have Part B of Form 
T2201 completed. For more information, go to www.cra.gc.ca/disability. The link 
is included in the related links for this segment. 

Host: Is there anything that I should do before I send the form to the CRA? 

Subject matter expert: After the form has been filled out, keep a photocopy for 
yourself and then send the original certified and signed form to the Disability Tax 
Credit Unit of your tax centre. Photocopies of the form will not be accepted. 



The address for your tax centre is on Form T2201 under the section calledWhere 
do you send this form? and on the CRA webpage called Where to send your T1 
return. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: What does the CRA do when they receive the form? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA reviews the form to make sure you meet the 
eligibility requirements. If the CRA needs more information, they may contact you 
or your qualified practitioner directly. 

Host: How long does it take for the CRA to review and process the application? 

Subject matter expert: While the CRA does its best to process forms as quickly as 
possible, review times vary depending on the time of the year and the number of 
requests the CRA has on hand. There might also be delays if the form was not 
filled out completely. 

You can send the form to the CRA at any time during the year, you don't have to 
wait until you file your income tax and benefit return. Be sure that the form is 
fully completed. 

Host: Will the CRA tell me if I'm eligible for the disability tax credit? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, the CRA will send you a letter to tell you if you're 
eligible and, if you're not, why your request was not accepted. 

You can also find this information online by signing up for the CRA's electronic 
service called My Account at www.cra.gc.ca/myaccount. 

Host: Do I have to submit a new form every year? 

Subject matter expert: No, you don't. You only need to send a new form if the 
CRA asks for it. You must also inform the CRA immediately if your condition 
improves. 

Host: Okay. It's tax time and I'm filling out my income tax and benefit return. Now 
that I'm eligible for the disability tax credit, where do I claim the disability 
amount? 

Subject matter expert: You can claim the disability amount on line 316 of your 
income tax and benefit return. 

Host: And can I transfer the disability amount to my spouse or common-law 
partner? 



Subject matter expert: Yes, the disability amount can be transferred between 
spouses or common-law partners on line 326 of Schedule 1 of the income tax and 
benefit return. 

Host: Where can I get more information about transferring the disability amount? 

Subject matter expert: You can find out more about transferring the disability 
amount and other tax credits by referring to line 326 in the General Income Tax 
and Benefit Guide and at www.cra.gc.ca/disability. The links are included in the 
Related links for this segment. 

Host: Can I make a claim for a dependant who qualifies for the disability amount? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, you can make a claim for a dependant who qualifies 
for the disability amount on line 318 of the income tax and benefit return. 

Host: And who qualifies as my dependant? 

Subject matter expert: A dependant can be your or your spouse's or common-law 
partner's child, grandchild, brother, sister, niece, nephew, aunt, uncle, parent, or 
grandparent. 

Host: Let's say that I recently found out that I'm eligible for the disability tax 
credit. Can I ask for a reassessment for previous tax years and, if so, how many 
years can I go back? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, the CRA can look at your tax returns for the previous 
10 calendar years. For example, a request made in 2013 must relate to a 2003 or 
later tax year to be considered. 

For more information on how to request a reassessment for previous years, go 
towww.cra.gc.ca/changereturn. You can also change your tax returns online for 
the two previous years if you have registered for the CRA's online service, My 
Account, at www.cra.gc.ca/myaccount. 

Host: Is there anything I can do if the CRA decides that I'm not eligible? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA's decision is based on the information the 
qualified practitioner provided. So, if you have additional information from the 
qualified practitioner that the CRA didn't have in their first review of the form, 
send it to the Disability Tax Credit Unit of your tax centre and the CRA will review 
your file again. 



Host: I've given all the information that I can think of, but the CRA says that I'm 
still not eligible for the disability tax credit. What can I do next? 

Subject matter expert: You can file an objection to appeal the decision. The time 
limit for filing an objection is 90 days after the day the CRA sends you the letter 
telling you that your request was not accepted. 

For more information on filing an objection, go 
towww.cra.gc.ca/resolvingdisputes. You can also file an objection online using 
My Account. 

Host: Where can I go to get more information on the disability tax credit and the 
disability amount? 

Subject matter expert: You can find more information on the disability tax credit 
and the disability amount at www.cra.gc.ca/disability. The link is included in the 
Related links for this segment. 

Host: Thank you, Peter. 

This concludes the segment called Disability tax credit and the disability amount, 
part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 3: Medical expenses 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Medical expenses, part of the CRA's Tax 
Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. The information in this segment is 
mainly for persons with a disability and the people who support them. 

With me is Nicole Belanger. 

Welcome, Nicole. 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: The CRA administers a number of tax deductions and credits that help 
persons with disabilities. For example, they can claim medical expenses on their 
tax return. Nicole, what is an eligible medical expense? 

Subject matter expert: An eligible medical expense is an amount you paid for 
medical care and that you can claim on your income tax and benefit return. 

Some eligible medical expenses that you may claim are: payments to a medical 
practitioner, amounts paid for prescription eyeglasses or contact lenses, and the 
cost of prescription drugs. 

For a complete list of eligible medical expenses, go to www.cra.gc.ca/medical. 
The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Can I claim medical expenses for everyone living in the same household? 

Subject matter expert: You can make two different medical expense claims. First, 
on line 330 you can claim the total of all eligible medical expenses you or your 
spouse or common-law partner paid for yourselves or your children who were 
under 18. 

Host: What if I paid the expenses for my husband's children who were under 18? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA will also accept claims at line 330 if the eligible 
medical expenses were for your spouse's or common-law partner's children if 
they were under 18. 

Host: And can I make a medical expense claim for any other dependants? 

Subject matter expert: Yes. The second claim that you can make is on line 331 for 
the part of the eligible medical expenses you or your spouse or common-law 
partner paid for your children who were 18 or over, or your grandchildren. 



Host: What if the medical expenses were for my husband's children who were 
over 18? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA will also accept claims at line 331 if the eligible 
medical expenses were for your spouse's or common-law partner's children who 
were 18 or over, or grandchildren. 

Host: And what about other members of the family? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA will accept claims at line 331 for your own - or 
your spouse's or common-law partner's - parent, grandparent, brother, sister, 
aunt, uncle, niece, or nephew if they are considered your dependants or 
dependants of your spouse or common-law partner. 

Host: If the relative doesn't live with me, can I still claim medical expenses I paid 
on behalf of the relative? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, you may be able to claim those eligible expenses as 
long as the relative was a resident of Canada at any time in the year and 
dependant on you for support. 

Host: Is there a specific period for claiming medical expenses? 

Subject matter expert: You can claim eligible medical expenses that you paid in 
any 12-month period ending in the tax year. Generally, you can claim all amounts 
paid, even if they were not paid in Canada. 

Host: Is there a limit to the dollar amount of medical expenses that I can claim? 

Subject matter expert: No, there is no maximum. But, your claim must be greater 
than either 3% of your net income or a fixed amount that the CRA sets from year 
to year, whichever is less. For more information on the medical expense claim and 
the current year's fixed amount, go to the CRA's webpage on that topic. The link is 
included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Some medical expenses can be claimed elsewhere on the return. Can I claim 
them in both places? 

Subject matter expert: No, you cannot claim the same expenses twice. Choose 
the claim that is most beneficial to you, according to your tax situation. 



Host: An employer, government agency, insurance company, or another agency 
may pay for all or part of the medical expenses. Can I claim the full amount even 
though I received a reimbursement? 

Subject matter expert: No, you have to reduce your claim by the amount of any 
reimbursement you received. 

Host: If I have reduced mobility and I renovate my house to make it more 
accessible, can I claim the cost of renovations as a medical expense? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, if you have a severe and prolonged mobility 
impairment or lack normal physical development, the expenses you incurred to 
renovate a house to make it more accessible might qualify as a medical expense. 
Renovation or construction expenses have to be reasonable and meet certain 
conditions. 

For more information on renovation and construction expenses, go to the Eligible 
medical expenses section of Guide RC4064, which is called Medical and Disability-
Related Information. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Can I claim the cost of a new accessible home as a medical expense? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, but not the cost of the entire house. The amount you 
can claim is the difference in construction costs between the accessible house and 
the same house built without accessible features. Any rebates would reduce the 
amount of the claim. Again, you must have a severe and prolonged mobility 
impairment or a lack of normal physical development to claim this expense. 

Host: If I have to hire someone to help me care for myself or my dependant, can I 
claim that expense? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, you can claim it as an attendant care expense. The 
care can be in your own home or in an establishment such as a retirement home 
or nursing home. 

Host: How much can I claim for attendant care? 

Subject matter expert: It depends on the individual's situation. 

More information on attendant care in an establishment is available in Guide 
RC4064, which is called Medical and Disability-Related Information. Or go to the 
CRA's webpage on medical topics at www.cra.gc.ca/medical. The links are 
included in the Related links for this segment. 



Host: What happens if medical treatment is not available in my hometown? 

Subject matter expert: If certain conditions are met, the CRA will allow you to 
claim reasonable travel expenses to get medical treatment. 

Host: What are the conditions that must be met if I want to claim travel for 
medical reasons? 

Subject matter expert: Distance is the first factor. If you have to travel at least 40 
kilometres one way from your home to the medical services establishment, you 
may be able to claim the cost of public transportation. 

Host: What if I have to travel more than 40 kilometres and there is no public 
transportation? 

Subject matter expert: If public transportation is not readily available, you may 
be able to claim the vehicle expenses you paid. 

Host: Can I claim accommodation, meals, and parking expenses while travelling 
for medical reasons? 

Subject matter expert: Yes. If you had to travel at least 80 kilometres one way 
from your home to the medical services establishment, you may be able to claim 
these expenses, in addition to your transportation costs. 

For more information about travel expenses, go to the CRA's webpage on travel 
expenses. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: How much can I claim? 

Subject matter expert: That depends on which method you use to calculate your 
travel expenses. With the detailed method, you keep track of all of your vehicle 
expenses for the year and make the claim based on the number of kilometres you 
drove for medical reasons versus the number you drove for other reasons. With 
the simplified method, you claim a per-kilometre rate for travel for medical 
reasons. 

For more information about both methods and the current per-kilometre rate, go 
to www.cra.gc.ca/travelcosts. The link is included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: What other conditions are there to be eligible to claim these travel costs? 



Subject matter expert: There are three other conditions. First, the same medical 
services cannot be available near your home. Second, you have to take a 
reasonably direct route to get to the medical services. And third, it is reasonable 
under the circumstances for you to have travelled to that place for those services. 

For more information, go to the CRA's webpage on travel expenses. The link is 
included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Can a spouse, parent, or caregiver travel with me and have the cost of their 
travel included as a medical expense? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, but only if a medical practitioner certifies that you 
were not capable of travelling alone. 

Host: Do persons with disabilities pay the goods and services tax/harmonized 
sales tax, or GST/HST, on goods and services they use? 

Subject matter expert: Persons with disabilities don't pay GST/HST on some of 
the goods and services they use. 

For a detailed list of the items that are not subject to GST/HST, go to the CRA's 
webpage on that topic. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: You said that some items don't have any GST/HST charged on them. What 
happens if someone charged me the GST/HST in error? 

Subject matter expert: If the GST/HST was charged in error, ask the supplier for a 
refund or credit of the amount charged. If the supplier will not refund or credit 
the tax, fill out Form GST189, which is called the General Application for Rebate of 
GST/HST, and send it to the CRA. 

Host: What if I bought an item outside Canada that is specifically designed for 
persons with disabilities? 

Subject matter expert: This is a question about importing goods, which is beyond 
the scope of this video. 

For information about importing goods, go to the Canada Border Services Agency 
website at www.cbsa.gc.ca or call 1-800-461-9999. The link is included in the 
Related links for this segment. 



Host: I've heard of a refund for part of the excise tax paid on gasoline for a person 
with a permanent mobility impairment. Can you tell me a bit more about this 
refund? 

Subject matter expert: Certainly. The Excise Tax Act Application for Refund of 
Federal Excise Tax on Gasoline allows a person with a permanent mobility 
impairment to claim a partial refund of the excise tax paid. 

For more information and to get the refund application, go to the CRA's webpage 
on that topic. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Thank you, Nicole. 

This concludes the segment called Medical expenses, part of the CRA's Tax 
Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 4: Disability supports deduction 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Disability supports deduction, part of the 
CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. The information in this 
segment is mainly for persons with a disability and the people who support them. 

With me is Laura Adams. 

Welcome, Laura. 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: The CRA administers a number of tax deductions and credits that help 
persons with disabilities. Laura, what is the disability supports deduction? 

Subject matter expert: The disability supports deduction allows a person with an 
impairment in mental or physical functions to claim certain expenses they paid so 
they could be employed, do research that they have received a research grant for, 
or attend a designated educational institution or secondary school. 

Host: What types of expenses can I claim under the disability supports deduction? 

Subject matter expert: There are a variety of them, such as expenses for 
attendant care services, bliss symbol boards, teletypewriters, and voice 
recognition software. The full list is included on Form T929, which is called 
theDisability Supports Deduction, along with the conditions under which you can 
make the claim and what documents you need to prove that the expense is valid. 

For more information, go to the CRA webpage about Form T929. The link is 
included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Am I right in thinking that only the person with the disability can claim the 
disability supports deduction? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, Kathleen, that's correct. The person must also be 
employed or carrying on a business, doing research or similar work that they are 
receiving a grant for, or attending a designated education institution or a 
secondary school where they are enrolled in an educational program. 

Host: So let's say that I'm the person with the disability and I incurred the 
expense. What happens if I'm not eligible for the disability supports deduction? 



Subject matter expert: If you can't claim the disability supports deduction, then 
you or another supporting person may be able to claim the expenses as a medical 
expense. 

For more information on medical expenses, go to www.cra.gc.ca/medical. The 
link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Can I claim the same expense as a disability supports deduction and as a 
medical expense? 

Subject matter expert: No, you can't claim the full amount of the expenses twice. 
But you can split the claim between the disability supports deduction and the 
medical expense as long as the total of the amounts claimed is not more than the 
total expense. 

Host: What happens if part or all of the cost of the eligible expense is covered by 
insurance or another program? 

Subject matter expert: Then you have to reduce your claim by the amount of any 
reimbursement you received. 

Host: Can I claim the expense in another year? 

Subject matter expert: No, you have to claim expenses in the same year they are 
paid. You can't carry them forward to another year. 

Host: Thank you, Laura. 

This concludes the segment called Disability supports deduction, part of the 
CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 5: Caregiver amount and family caregiver amount 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Caregiver amount and family caregiver 
amount, part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. The 
information in this segment is mainly for people who care for a person with a 
disability. 

With me is Nicole Belanger. 

Welcome, Nicole. 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: The CRA administers a number of tax deductions and credits that help 
persons with disabilities or their families. 

Nicole, what is the caregiver amount? 

Subject matter expert: The caregiver amount helps reduce the amount of taxes 
you owe. You may be eligible for the caregiver amount if you lived with your or 
your spouse's or common-law partner's dependant who has an impairment in 
physical or mental functions.  
Host: So, the person with the impairment has to live with the caregiver in the 
caregiver's home. Does the person have to be a relative of the caregiver? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, the person must be the caregiver's child, grandchild, 
brother, sister, niece, nephew, aunt, uncle, parent, or grandparent. 

The CRA also allows claims for the dependants of your spouse or common-law 
partner. 

Host: How old does the person with the impairment have to be if I want to claim 
the caregiver amount for them? 

Subject matter expert: Each dependant must be 18 or older and must depend on 
you because of an impairment in physical or mental functions. If a dependant is 
your or your spouse's or common-law partner's parent or grandparent, he or she 
must be 65 or older. 

Host: If the dependant earns or receives income, can I still claim the caregiver 
amount? 

Subject matter expert: Yes, but there is a maximum amount of income that the 
person with the impairment can earn or receive. The amount changes every year. 



For more information, go to the CRA's webpage about the caregiver amount. The 
link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: What if I'm not sure whether I'm eligible to claim the caregiver amount? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA has put together a short questionnaire that is 
available on its website. It asks a series of yes-or-no questions and, based on your 
answers, it will tell you if you can claim the caregiver amount. 

The link to the questionnaire is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Are there any other situations where I can claim the caregiver amount? 

Subject matter expert: Yes there are. For more information, go to the CRA's 
webpage on the caregiver amount. The link is included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: We've talked about the caregiver amount, but I've also heard about the 
family caregiver amount. Are they the same thing? 

Subject matter expert: No, the caregiver amount and the family caregiver 
amount are different. 

Host: What can you tell me about the family caregiver amount? 

Subject matter expert: For 2012 and later years, the family caregiver amount 
allows eligible caregivers, who have a dependant with an impairment in physical 
or mental functions, to claim an additional amount for one or more of the 
following non-refundable tax credits: the spouse or common-law partner amount, 
the amount for eligible dependants, the amount for children under 18, and the 
caregiver amount. 

Host: How do I make the claim? 

Subject matter expert: On your income tax and benefit return, the family 
caregiver amount is incorporated into Schedule 1, titled Federal Tax, and 
Schedule 5, titled Details of Dependant. Complete these forms as part of your tax 
return. 

Host: Where can I find more information about the family caregiver amount? 

Subject matter expert: To find out how much you can claim and other 
information, go to the CRA's webpage called Family caregiver amount. The link is 
included in the Related links for this segment. 



Host: Thank you, Nicole. 

This concludes the segment called Caregiver amount and family caregiver 
amount, part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 6: Refundable medical expense supplement 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Refundable medical expense supplement, 
part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. The 
information in this segment is mainly for persons with a disability and the people 
who support them. 

With me is Laura Adams. 

Welcome, Laura. 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: Laura, in other segments of this video we talk about medical expenses and 
the disability supports deduction. What can you tell me about the refundable 
medical expense supplement? 

Subject matter expert: The refundable medical expense supplement provides 
assistance to low-income working Canadians who have high medical expenses. 

Host: How do I qualify for the refundable medical expense supplement? 

Subject matter expert: To qualify for the supplement, you have to meet all of the 
following conditions: you made a claim for the disability supports deduction on 
line 215 of the income tax and benefit return, or eligible medical expenses on line 
332 of Schedule 1; you were a resident in Canada throughout the year; you were 
18 or older at the end of the year; and your family's net income is within the 
specified range for the year. 

Host: How much of a credit can I claim?   

Subject matter expert: The amount of the credit changes every year. For 
information on the amount for the current tax year, refer to Line 452, Refundable 
medical expense supplement. The link is included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: How do I make a claim?       

Subject matter expert: You make the claim when you file your income tax and 
benefit return for the year. A federal worksheet is available online to calculate the 
amount of the refundable medical expense supplement. The link is included in the 
Related links for this segment. 

Host: Where can I find more information on this topic? 



Subject matter expert: For more information, go to the CRA webpage about Line 
452, Refundable medical expense supplement. The link is included in the Related 
links for this segment. 

Host: Thank you, Laura. 

This concludes the segment called Refundable medical expense supplement, part 
of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 7: Other amounts and benefits for persons with disabilities 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Other amounts and benefits for persons 
with disabilities, part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with 
Disabilitiesvideo. In this segment we will discuss a variety of amounts and 
benefits. Although most of these amounts and benefits may be available to most 
Canadians, we will look more closely at the provisions that relate specifically to 
persons with disabilities. 

With me is Nicole Belanger. 

Welcome, Nicole 

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: Which amounts and benefits will we be focusing on in this segment?      

Subject matter expert: The list of other amounts and benefits for persons with 
disabilities includes: the amount for an eligible dependant, the amount for infirm 
dependants who are 18 or older, the children's fitness and arts amounts, the 
home buyers' amount, the education amount, the working income tax benefit, 
and the child disability benefit. 

Host: Okay, let's start with the amount for an eligible dependant. First of all, can 
you tell me what it is?     

Subject matter expert: This is an amount that allows a taxpayer who doesn't have 
a spouse or common-law partner to claim an amount equivalent to the spousal 
amount. 

Host: Okay, so how does this amount help a person who has a dependant with a 
disability?   

Subject matter expert: Well, it allows the taxpayer to keep more money in their 
pocket. Generally, the dependant must be a parent or grandparent, or a child, 
grandchild, brother or, sister who is under 18. Dependants over the age of 18 also 
qualify if they have an impairment in physical or mental functions. 

For more information, go to the CRA's webpage about Line 305, Amount for an 
eligible dependant. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: The next amount on our list is the amount for infirm dependants who are 
18 or older. What is this?  



Subject matter expert: This is an additional amount for a taxpayer who supports 
an adult dependant who has an impairment in physical or mental functions. 

Whether you can claim this amount depends on certain conditions, such as the 
dependant's net income. To find out how much you can claim, refer to Line 
306,Amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older. The link is included in the 
Related links for this segment. 

Host: Thanks. Moving on down our list, we come to the children's fitness amount. 
What is this amount?      

Subject matter expert: You can claim the children's fitness amount for the cost of 
registering your or your spouse's or common-law partner's child in a physical 
activity program. The child must be under 16 years of age. 

Host: You had also mentioned the children's arts amount. What is that? 

Subject matter expert: This is an amount that you can claim for the cost of 
registering your or your spouse's or common-law partner's child in an artistic, 
cultural, recreational, or developmental activity program. The child must be under 
16 years of age. 

Host: Are there any special provisions if I register my child who has a disability in 
one of these programs?  

Subject matter expert: Yes there are. If your child is eligible for the disability tax 
credit, then the age limit for claiming these amounts is raised from under 16 years 
of age to under 18. Also, the maximum you can claim increases for a child with a 
disability from $500 per child to $1,000 per child for each amount. 

For more information on the children's fitness amount, go 
towww.cra.gc.ca/fitness, and for information on the children's arts amount go 
towww.cra.gc.ca/artscredit. The links are included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: Our next topic is the home buyers' amount. What is the home buyers' 
amount? 

Subject matter expert: The home buyers' amount allows a first-time home buyer 
to claim up to $5,000 on their income tax and benefit return for the purchase of a 
home. 

Host: Who is considered a first-time home buyer?        



Subject matter expert: This is a person who has not already owned a home in the 
year of purchase or in any of the four preceding years. 

Host: How does the home buyers' amount help a person with a disability?       

Subject matter expert: If you're eligible for the disability tax credit, you don't 
need to be a first-time home buyer to qualify for the home buyers' amount. If you 
buy a home that is more accessible or better suited to your needs, and if you're 
eligible for the disability tax credit, you can claim the home buyer's amount. 

Host: What if I bought a house for a relative who is eligible for the disability tax 
credit? 

Subject matter expert: In this situation, if you bought the home for the benefit of 
a person who is eligible for the disability tax credit, you would be able to claim the 
home buyers' amount.   

Host: Where can I get more information about the home buyers' amount?      

Subject matter expert: For more information, go to www.cra.gc.ca/hbtc. The link 
is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Okay, now let's talk about the education amount. If I am a person with a 
disability, can I claim the education amount? 

Subject matter expert: Anyone who is enrolled in a qualifying program can claim 
the education amount. You can claim this amount for each whole or part month 
in which you were enrolled in a qualifying program. If you were under 16 years of 
age at the end of the year, you can claim this amount only for courses you took at 
the post-secondary level. 

Host: So then what are the provisions for a person with disabilities who claims the 
education amount? 

Subject matter expert: Usually, a person who attends school, college, or 
university on a part-time basis claims a reduced education amount because of 
their part-time attendance. However, if you have to attend school part-time 
because of a disability, you can still claim the full-time education amount. 

Host: I'm enrolled in a qualifying program. How can I claim the education 
amount? 



Subject matter expert: The educational institution will probably give you Form 
T2202A, which is called the Tuition, Education, and Textbook Amounts Certificate. 
The certificate will show the number of months you attended during the year. If 
you attended part-time because of a disability and will be claiming the full-time 
education amount, you will need to get a letter from an authorized person, such 
as a medical doctor, to certify your condition. 

Host: Okay, I've got Form T2202A. What other documents do I need so that I can 
claim the full-time education amount if I only attended part-time because of a 
disability?      

Subject matter expert: If you're eligible for the disability tax credit, you don't 
need any other documents to claim the full-time education amount. If your 
impairment is not severe and prolonged but it still prevented you from attending 
full-time, you need to ask an authorized person, such as a medical doctor, to write 
and sign a letter to certify your condition. To find out more, see Pamphlet 
P105, Students and Income Tax. The link is included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: Am I the only person who can claim the education amount, or can someone 
claim it for me?   

Subject matter expert: If you, the person with the disability, don't need the full 
amount to reduce your taxes to zero, then you may be able to transfer all or part 
of the claim to your parent, spouse, or common-law partner. Another option is for 
you to carry forward and claim the education amount you can't use and don't 
transfer for the current year to a future year. However, if you carry forward an 
amount, you will not be able to transfer it to anyone. You have to claim your 
carry-forward amount in the first year that you have to pay income tax. 

Host: Where can I find more information about the education amount? 

Subject matter expert: To find out more, go to the CRA's webpage called Line 
323, Tuition, education, and textbook amounts. 

More information about transfers from a child or from a spouse or common-law 
partner is also available on the CRA's website. The link is included in the Related 
links for this segment. 



Host: Now that we've covered all the amounts on our list, let's move on to 
benefits that have special provisions for persons with disabilities. Let's talk about 
the working income tax benefit. What is that? 

Subject matter expert: The working income tax benefit has two parts: the basic 
working income tax benefit and a working income tax benefit disability 
supplement. 

Host: What is the basic working income tax benefit for?  

Subject matter expert: The basic working income tax benefit is intended to 
provide tax relief for low-income individuals and families who are in the 
workforce. 

Host: Okay. So who can apply for the basic working income tax benefit?        

Subject matter expert: You're eligible for this benefit if your working income is 
over $3,000, if you're 19 or older on December 31st, and if you're a resident of 
Canada for income tax purposes throughout the year. 

Host: What do you mean by working income? 

Subject matter expert: When you calculate the basic working income tax benefit, 
the working income includes both your income and the income of your spouse or 
common-law partner, if applicable. But when calculating the working income tax 
benefit disability supplement, the working income is based only on your individual 
working income. 

Host: Okay. So now can you explain to me what the working income tax benefit 
disability supplement is? 
 
Subject matter expert: This is an extra amount you can apply for, in addition to 
the basic working income tax benefit, if you have a disability. 

Host: How do I know if I'm eligible for the disability supplement?         

Subject matter expert: To be eligible for the disability supplement, first you must 
be eligible for the basic working income tax benefit, your individual working 
income must be over $1,150, and you must be eligible for the disability amount. 
The CRA must have an approved Form T2201, which is called the Disability Tax 
Credit Certificate, on file. If you have not already sent the form to the CRA for 
approval, you must do so to receive the disability supplement. 



Host: Is there a disability supplement for my child or dependant? 

Subject matter expert: No, the disability supplement applies only to the person 
who is eligible for the working income tax benefit and the disability tax credit. It 
doesn't apply to any other dependant, and can't be transferred. 

Host: Where can I get more information about the working income tax 
benefit?         

Subject matter expert: For more information, go to www.cra.gc.ca/witb.  

Host: You mentioned that my child isn't eligible for the disability supplement 
under the working income tax benefit. Is there any other benefit available for a 
person with a child who has a disability? 

Subject matter expert: If your child is eligible for the Canada child tax benefit, he 
or she might also be able to get the child disability benefit. This is a tax-free 
benefit for families that care for a child under the age of 18 who is eligible for the 
disability tax credit. 

Host: Do I have to apply for the child disability benefit separately?       

Subject matter expert: No. After you submit Form T2201 for your child and have 
it approved, the CRA will automatically include the child disability benefit in your 
monthly payments of your Canada child tax benefits. 

If you have not applied for the Canada child tax benefit for your child, but you've 
already filed Form T2201, fill out Form RC66, which is called the Canada Child 
Benefits Application, and mail it to your tax centre. The CRA will determine if 
you're eligible for the Canada child tax benefit and the child disability benefit 
supplement. 

For more information on the Canada child tax benefit and how to apply, go 
towww.cra.gc.ca/cctb. The links are included in the Related links for this 
segment. 

Host: My child has had a disability for a number of years, and I just completed 
Form T2201. Do I have to ask for back payments? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA will automatically pay benefits for the current 
benefit year and the two previous years in which your child had the disability. If 
the disability started before that, you will have to send a letter to your tax centre 
or tax services office to ask for earlier payments. 



Host: Where can I find more information about the child disability benefit? 

Subject matter expert: For more information, go to www.cra.gc.ca/cdb. The link 
is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Where can I get more information about the amounts, notices, or 
information slips that relate to what we just covered in this segment?    

Subject matter expert: You can get more information about your personal 
situation through the CRA's online service, My Account, 
atwww.cra.gc.ca/myaccount. 

Host: Thank you, Nicole. 

This concludes the segment called Other amounts and benefits for persons with 
disabilities, part of the CRA's Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilitiesvideo. 

Thank you for watching. 

  



Segment 8: Getting help 

Host: Welcome to the segment called Getting help, part of the CRA's Tax 
Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. 

With me is Nicole Belanger. 

Welcome, Nicole.      

Subject matter expert: Thank you, Kathleen. 

Host: What if I've checked the information on the CRA website and in the CRA's 
publications and have watched this video and I still have specific questions about 
tax measures for persons with disabilities? Where can I get answers? 

Subject matter expert: If you still have questions about tax measures for persons 
with disabilities, call the individual income tax enquiries line at 1-800-959-8281. 

Host: What should I do if I can't complete my return myself and I can't afford to 
hire someone to do it for me? 

Subject matter expert: The CRA has a program that might be able to help you. 

The CRA collaborates with community organizations across Canada to have 
volunteers help individuals prepare their income tax and benefit returns for free 
through the Community Volunteer Income Tax Program. 

Host: Who prepares the returns?   

Subject matter expert: Community organizations host tax clinics where 
volunteers can prepare income tax and benefit returns for eligible individuals. 

Host: That sounds great. How do I know if I'm eligible for this program?         

Subject matter expert: You qualify for help from the Community Volunteer 
Income Tax Program if you have low income, a simple tax situation, and are 
unable to complete your return yourself. 

Host: What do you mean when you say "a simple tax situation"? 

Subject matter expert: This refers to how basic your return is. The volunteers 
don't complete returns for deceased persons, bankrupt individuals, or individuals 
who have capital gains or losses, employment expenses, business income and 
expenses, or rental income and expenses. 



Host: Can you tell us when and where clinics are held?    

Subject matter expert: Volunteer tax preparation clinics are generally offered 
between February and April of every year in various locations across Canada. 
Some tax clinics operate year-round. 

To find a tax preparation clinic near you, go to www.cra.gc.ca/volunteer. The link 
is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: Are the locations accessible to persons with disabilities?    

Subject matter expert: Since the clinics are hosted by local community 
organizations, you'll have to contact them if you have questions about a clinic's 
accessibility. To find the nearest clinic, go to the CRA's webpage calledVolunteer 
Tax Preparation Clinics. The link is included in the Related links for this segment. 

Host: What if I live in Quebec?       

Subject matter expert: The volunteers in the province of Quebec will prepare 
both your federal and your provincial return. 

Host: Where can I get more information about the Quebec-based volunteer 
program?          

Subject matter expert: For information about the volunteer program in Quebec, 
which is jointly administered by the Canada Revenue Agency and Revenu Québec, 
visit either the Revenu Québec website atwww.revenuquebec.ca/benevole or 
the CRA website atwww.cra.gc.ca/volunteer. The links are included in the 
Related links for this segment. 

Host: What information do I need to bring with me to the clinic? 

Subject matter expert: You will need to bring all your information slips, such as 
T4s with you. 

Host: Where can I get the information slips if I don't have all of them?           

Subject matter expert: You can view your information slips online using the CRA's 
electronic service called My Account at www.cra.gc.ca/myaccount. 

Host: Thank you, Nicole. 
This concludes the segment called Getting help, part of the CRA's Tax Measures 
for Persons with Disabilities video.  
Thank you for watching. 



Segment 9: Conclusion 

Host: We have now reached the end of the Canada Revenue Agency's Tax 
Measures for Persons with Disabilities video. We hope that we were able to 
answer some of the key questions on tax matters for persons with disabilities. 

Throughout this video, we've referred to Related links where you can find more 
information about the topic being discussed. You can find all of these links 
organized by segment, by referring to the Related links for this video. 

After viewing this video and checking out the links to the CRA's website that we 
have provided, you may still have questions about tax measures for persons with 
disabilities. If so, call the CRA's individual enquiries line at 1-800-959-8281. 

I'm your host, Kathleen Sinclair, and this concludes the CRA's video on Tax 
Measures for Persons with Disabilities. 

Thank you for watching. 

 


